The fourteen critical collected essays in this modest volume would be a refreshing contribution to the literary criticism of any country; they are doubly so in the context of the GDR artistic establishment.
The perspective of the author is defined in the essay which gives the volume its title. Liersch speaks of all authors as "Liedermacher;" "Niedermacher," on the other hand, are the critics. Although the two groups--in Liersch's eyes--necessarily dwell in a dialectic relationship, they work together to create something "which rhymes with the world."
Liersch stresses that the social dife of a people--in contrast to the consequent development of the sciences--undergoes continual and unpredictable change.
"There is," he concludes, "no constant experience of humanity and social program which remains constantly correct." The memory of a society must therefore be dialectic.
Liersch, a native of Berlin, was born in 1932.
His activities as editor and critic now encompass two decades and include a biography of Hans Fallada (Berlin, 1980 All material in the book has been published previously.
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